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i lntroduction: statisticai organisation and nation-buila’ing

The importance of statistics for the deveiopment of national iden
tities has been wideiy recognised in modem historiography. Tt suf
fices to refer to the remarkabie correspondence (which cannot be
considered as a mere chronoiogicai coincidence.) between what was
called the «era of enthusiasm» for statistical surveys’ and the pe
riod of greatest prominence of the nationality principle in history
(1830-1849). From the Belgian revolution in 1830 onwards, the
creation of autonomous Statisticai Offices, which occurred in most
European countries, took on the symbolic value of recognition of
an established national sovereignty.

In the foilowing century, this inherent link between statistics and
nation-building remained, and indeed consolidated, in spite of the
fundamentai changes taking piace in the epistemologicai position
of the discipline. To-day, facing the challenges posed by globalisation
and sweeping sociai change, statistics have assumed a renewed reI
evance as an instrument of self-representation of society and of
national integration, capable of bringing «rationaiity» and strength
ening accountability in the conduct of pubiic affairs2.The experi
ence of the Maastricht convergence indicators, the use of GDP for
caiculating the contribution to the E.U. budget (the so called «fourth
resource») or the allocation of the Structurai Funds, and the in-
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creasing reliance on statisticai indicators for determining policy or
administrative measures show how the epistemological programme
of statistics since its inception, and its «amphibious» nature com
bining technical expertise with an institutional rnission, remain of
the utmost validity and importance: bringing science into the art of
policymaking.

But where the role of statistics is most clearly called into question
at the turn of the XXI century is in relation to the turbulence and
erosion affecting the nation-state and its insufficient functioning in
relation to the new requirements of democracy and the transfor
mation of society The demand for security and safety nets, social
cohesion, the consolidation of the social pact on which the exist
ence of a community is based, the participation of all to the pro
duction of prosperity and welfare, the reconfiguration of citizen
ship, entitlements and responsibiities have given rise to issues which
mark the passage to the next century and represent its most worry
ing threats and promising hopes. These issues challenge and in
volve in one way or another the present condition of the nation
state, its organisation and shifting functions, its founding values
and future perspectives. And statistics, once more in history, are
assigned the task of nation building or re-building, taking stock on,
and continuing, its early l9th century mission: Le. understanding
and analysing diversity, searching for the historical roots of diver
gences and idiosyncrasies, standardising methods and norms for
the collection of national data, tracing back the formation and the
culture of each statistical system, accounting for policy perform
ance and identifying emerging trends conflicts and frustrations

In this environment, there are at least five areas where the contri
bution of statistics to nation-building appears particularly promi
nent and in demand: i) the analysis ot cultural identities and social
integration, in response to growing pressures for multiculturalism
and cohesion; ii) the support for public administration reform en
hancing efficiency effectiveness and accountability; iii) the forma
tion of the élite in business government and society through the
dissemination of «statistical culture» and the reform of education
and training systems; iv) the promotion of institutional adjustment
in order to cope with techno-globalism, the expansion of interna
tional markets, urban regeneration, subsidiarity, fiscal federalism
and decentralisation; v) the need to strengthen international co
operation and technical assistance to transition and developing
countries

However «measuring nationhood» and strengthening its grips
on society and governance presupposes not only investment in sta
tistica1methods, be they for the collection treatment or analysis of

data; it requires also an in-depth understanding of the factors ex
plaining how and why statistical institutions have evolved. Given
that statistics is both, and at the same time, a «science» and a branch
of the public administration3,understanding the factors which de-
termine the organisation of the public offices having statistical tasks,
and the partition of roles between the centre and locai institutions,
academia and government, public and private, national and inter
national, etc. goes a long way towards understanding the position
of statistics in the constellation of knowledge and its relationship
with nation-building.

This is the basic hypothesis underlying this paper, which aims at
highlighting the main stages of the history of statistics in post-uni
fication Italy, and relating them to the crucial requirements of na
tional consolidation and development. Two speciflc issues will be
dealt with more in detail, as being the ones playing the most impor
tant role in the case of Italy, and in relation to other European cx
periences: a) the organisational model of official statistics and its
position in the frame\vork of the public sector organisation; and b)
the social use of statistics indicating the status of the inter-relation
ships between science society and the Government.

In relation to the first issue, it is to be emphasised that the struc
ture and the notion itself ot the public administration, in its rela
tionship with technical and scientific competence, is of primary
importance in the case of statistics; it affects in fact the division of
roles between University, statistical research and official statistics;
it shapes, and interacts with, skill acquisition and transmission,
mobility and career patterns, and the relationships between statis
tical methods/techniques and the substantive sciences, or social
science as a whole (sociology, economics, demography, law, etc);
finally, it is conditioned by the structure of governance, and gov
ernment, reflecting the more or less decentralised organisation of
the public administration, and more broadly social relations. For
instance, a decentralised structure and tradition in statistics is ca
pable of promoting a wide articulation of competencies and pro
fessional profiles, as it is the case of the statistical activities at the
local level in the German context and the corresponding role of
local statisticians, which is unknown to the French experience of
more centralised Government. But this paradigm cannot be ap
plied mechanically and naively; a centralised State in fact can pro
duce an articulation of the different policy branches of the admin

See A. DESROSIÈRES, La politique des grands nombres, Histoire de la raison
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cambiata la professione dello statistico, in F. SOFIA - P. GAR0NNA (edd), Statistica,
storia, nazione, cjt., pp. 87-104.



istration which strengthens the methodological and conceptual
autonomy of the different sectors of investigation (economic, so
cial, environmental, health, employment, etc,) and puts statistics in
closer contact with the policy users of the data (INSEE in France);
and a decentralised governance structure as in Canada or in Swit
zerland can decide to leave statistics at the federal level as an ele
ment of national cohesion and unifying infrastructure (e.g, Statis
tics Canada)4.

As far as the second issue is concerned, it can be shown that the
organisation of statistics and its pervasiveness in the national cul
ture and tradition affects in a decisive way the formation of an ho
mogeneous and cohesive ruling class, and its role of national lead
ership. Viceversa, the weakness and shortcomings of the ruling class
at the national level clearly affect the development and quality of
statistics, For instance in Italy the lightness and superficiality of the
attachment to the nation as a whole of the post-unification élite,
which kept its interests and roots in the fragmented traditions and
cultures of the pre-union states, meant that there was a lack of de
mand for significant statistical inquiries at the national leve1;it must
be remember that statistical information up to the second post-war
period was collected essentially through Censuses or total surveys,
requiring normally ad-hoc legislation or an any case a strong politi
cal commitment and public opinion support. These conditions being
unmet, data collection and other statistical activities at the national
levei found great difficulties and lagged behind.

2. The aborted introduction of the French moclel

The choice of the organisational model of official statistics after
the unification of Italy in 1861 has often been interpreted, and per
ceived throughout the period5,as an assimilation of the French blue
print of public sector organisation, based on the two basic princi
ples of centralisation and formai bureaucratic processes. As in other
sectors of the State administration (consider for instance the sys
tem of Prefects), also in the structuring of the statistical services
the French model inspired considerably the new State. Statistics
was thus incorporated within the structure of the main Economics
ministry, that of Industry and Agriculture, as it had been the case in
France.

J.P. Buuo - J.G PRÉv0sT, La forme et le fond. La structuration des appareils
statistiques nationaux (1800-1945), in «Revue de synthèse», 1997, 4, pp. 419-456.

See D, MARUCC0, L’amministrazione della statirtica nell’Italia unita, Roma - Bari,
1996, p. 13.

But soon afterwards there were signfficant departures from this
model. In fact, the Royal Decree establishing in October 1861 the
«Divisione Generale della Statistica» set up at the provincial level
permanent Statistical Offices within the Prefectures; less than a year
later, injuly 1862, these Offlces were abolished, and replaced by
elected Commissions (Giunte) chaired by the Prefect6.This meas
ure, which replicated the local organisation of statistics in Pied
mont after the Carlo Alberto reforms of 1836, had important re
percussions on the evolution of official statistics, determining the
break-up of a fundamental linkage between the national and the
local level. This change was then stimulated and justifled by broader
political considerations; it appeared in fact to enrich and democra
tise the constitutional framework of consultative monarchy, pro
viding an institutional forum for political participation at the local
level. But the application of this formula to statistics was not suc
cessful; it ended up in fact being a surrogate, inappropriate to the
task of bridging the gap between the «legai» and the «actual» coun
try, and proved to be detrimental to the technical operation of the
administration in a fleld so special as statistics. The built-in conflict
between the private interests of the elected offlcials and the scien
tiflc and technical nature of the operations, between the impartial
ity requirement and the political imperative, affected in the course
of time the prestige of the institutions and the quality of the data,
leading to the progressive decline of statistics at the local level7.
Probably in order to explain this hybrid organisational model, com
bining the centralisation of technical expertise and forms of decen
tralised political control, one must recali the osmosis between poli
tics and administration which characterised the pre-Union arrange
ments and the limited vision and Government experience of the
Italian local élite. The humus at the local level, both from the insti
tutional and sociai points of view, therefore, was unreceptive to the
adoption of the French model, which had developed under the
pressure of the culture of the Enlightenment and Republican vai
ues, based on the role of science and citizens’ sovereignty; in the
divided and subdued Italy of the time, the separation from the cen
tralised Direzione on one side and the decentralised Giunte on the
other lcd to diluting the speciflcity and technicality of the new civil
service into an undistinguished red tape (servizio di stato).

6 The Ministers’ reports to the King, and the Royal Decrees 9 october 1861 n. 284
and 31 july 1862 n. 707 in Relazioni e decreti sull’ordinamento della statistica [Firenze
1866], pp. 3-23.

Sec R. FiucAssl, Ordinamento dei servizi statistici, in «Annali di statistica», 8th
s.,V1957,p.95.
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3. Bodio and the golden age of Italian statistics

The golden age of statistical development in the post-unification
Italy coincided with the Crispi Governmentt.li went essentially
from February 1878, when a new organisation was established up
grading the central Office to the status of Direzione Generale9,up
to 1898, when the Director Luigi Bodio, whose personality and
competence played a decisive role in the regeneration of statistics,
resigned. The Directorate engaged actively in promoting co-ordi
nation with other statistical units in Ministries and in the territorial
branches of those Ministries, particularly through the establishment
of inter-ministerial working groups; informallv therefore, and rely
ing on the moral suasion and intellectual authority of Bodio, the
Directorate assumed a leadership role over the whole of official
statistics. Moreover, the creation of a new professional figure, the
«ufficiali di statistica», recruited directly by Bodio, outside the bu
reaucratic constrains of the «concorsi» (public competitions), led
to a leap forwards in the methods of work and in the quality of the
production.

As a matter of fact, Francesco Crispi in designing the reorganisa
tion of statistics and the creation of the Directorate in 1878 fol
lowed explicitly the model of the Prussian organisation, which had
already been proposed a few years before by Luigi Luzzatti10.Bodio’s
management practises and innovation built solidly on this inspira
tion bv emphasising the basic element of the German experience,
Le. combining the practical orientation of the Amtsstatistik (office
work) with the rigour and dignity of Statistical Science, standing
«on an equal ground or in any case in a fair relationship with the
other social sciences»11.In coherence with that model, technical
and scientific training within the Directorate were strongly pro
moted, and all efforts were made to increase the specialisation and
skills of the employees. The dose contacts estahuished with the world
of research and the Universities are clearly documented by i) the
launch of a second renewed series of the «Annali di statistica», which
became a prestigious Review open to contributions by statisticians
in Government and in the world of research; ii) the investment in
methodology and mathematical statistics; iii) the contribution to
University teaching given by prominent employees, who taught

D. MARUCCO. Lam,ninistrazione della statistica, cit,, pp 39.65; also G. MELIs,

Storia dell’amministrazione italiana, 186-1993, Bologna 1996. pp. 160-166.

See the Royal Decree 10 february 1878 n. 4288.
10 Quoted in D. MARuccO, Eamministrazione della stat;stlca, nt., p. 43.

P. Sc-nms, Il laboratorio borghese. Scienza epolitica cella Germania dell’Ottocento,
Bologna 1987, p. 111.

academic courses on a part-time basis or left the Directorate to get
University posts.

Migrating from the statistical service towards prestigious and
powerful positions in the public sector or in the academia became
later a clearly recognisabie pattern, leaving the question open
whether this meant fleeing from the backwardness and constraints
of State bureaucracy, or — more piausibly — disseminating statistical
culture and expertise in the public professions. Several of the stat
isticians of the Directorate moved to fili prominent positions in the
technical layer of the pubhc administration, which was then being
set up and experimented with. Among them, Orazio Paretti, who
became director of the Cassa nazionale per i’invaiidit e la vecchiaia
degli operai (Nationai Fund for Workers’ Invahdity and Oid Age);
Vincenzo Magaldi, who was deputy director of the Istituto
Nazionale delle Assicurazioni (National Insurance Institute, INA);
Bonaido Stringher, Chairman of the same INA and later Governor
of the Bank of Italy; Alberto Beneduce, who created the holding
institutions for the management of public shares capital, vhich bave
untii recently piayed such a pei-vasive influence in the Italian
economy. Bodio himself in 1902 was appointed Commissioner for
Emigration, inaugurating what was a pilot experience in setting up
more fiexible and technical forms of management in the public
administration. These people, as it was said of Beneduce’2,drew
from their experience at the Statistics Directorate a rigorous apti
mde towards the technical design and assessment of administrative
actions, a spedial attention for social analysis and a non-formalistic
fiexible approach to poiicy making.

4. Fragmentation and decline in the Giolitti period

However, this process of mobility of statisticians, while certainly
contributing to strengthening the technicai and management ca
pacity of the civil service, and enhancing the flexibility of the pub
iic sector organisation, which became more decentralised and of
ten entrusted to ad-hoc bodies, ied also to the fragmentation and
bss of visibiicy of the Statistical Office. The decline of the Statis
tics Directorate in the Giolitti era can be attributed also to the pro
liferation of sectoral statistical, and their subordination to the po
litical requirements of the reform process. A few examples can be
provided: the autonomous administration of the State Railways, on
the basis of the legislation which estabiished it, and by will of its

15 A. DE Nrrro, Fra le vicissitudini di una pubblica amministrazione: la «statistica» e
Alberto Beneduce, in Alberto Beneduce e i problemi dell’economia italiana del suo
tempo, Roma 1985, p. 148.
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head — Riccardo Bianchi —, started since 1903 to compile detailed
statistics on the railways movements, which were getting a leading
role in commercial fiows’3;in the same year, the Unione statistica
delle città italiane (Statistical Union of Italian Cities) was founded
in Florence, providing technical support and expertise to the
flourishing experience of «municipal socialismx’, which was spread
ing in Italy and elsewhere14;in 1902 the Cassa nazionale per gli
infortuni sui lavoro (National Fund for Work Injuries) started pub
lishing statistical series on injuries in industry, which were expanded
in 1912 to cover earnings for manual workers and the different
degrees of disability”.

In some instances, however, the active involvement of statisti
cians in the reform process, their sharing of the vaiues of the new
culture and their miitancy in the politica1 movement of the reform
was able to counterbalance the negative effects of the fragmenta
tion of statisticai competencies and operations, promoting fruitful
exchange of experiences and professional mobility. This is the case
of Giovanni Montemartini, who promoted in Milan under the aus
pices of the Società Umanitaria innovative surveys on housing and
housing conditions, on education and the labour market; when in
1902 the Labour Office was for the first time created, within the
Ministry of Agriculture Jndustry and Commerce, Montemartini was
called to head the new structure. This Office was then transformed
in 1911, under the impulse of the Minister Nitti, in «Direzione
generale della statistica e del lavoro», following a pattern which
was common to the most significant European experiences: this
transformation marked an Indian summer in the activities of offi
cial statistics before the severe and prolonged winter of Fascismt6.
Another leading figure of the time was Ugo Giusti, who promoted
the «Statistical Union of Italian Cities», assumed then the direction
of the 1921 Population Census, and finally became the Director of

13 See [R. Bianchij, A SE. Il Ministro dei Lavori pubblici, in Ferrovie dello Stato.
Direzione generale Relazione a SE. il Ministro dei lauori pubbltci sull’andamento
delle ferrovie dello Stato nell’esercizio 1905-1906, Roma 1906, p. V-XV.
14

• GASPARI, L’Unione statistica delle città italiane (1907-192 7), in «Le carte e la
storia», 1997, 1, pp. 139- 145.
15 Cassa nazionale d’assìcurazione per gli infortuni sul lavoro, Schema di statzstzca
degli infortuni sul lavoro, Roma 1921, pp. 1-92, which describes the statistical senes
produced by the Cassa.
16 Sec ML. D’AuTILIA, Il cittadino senza burocrazia. Società umanitarza e
amministrazione pubblica nell’Italia liberale, Milano 1995. On the insportance of
Labour Offices at the begining of the XXth Centurv all over Europe sec P. GRoN
NA - E SoFL, Statistica e nazione nella storrà europea, in E SOFIA - P. GONNA (eddi,
Statistica, stortà, nazione, cit., pp. 22-24, with the bibliography on the topic.

the «Istituto di economia agraria», which during the Fascist period
was clefacto responsible of agricuhural statistics17.

On the whole, we must acknowledge that the decentralized or
ganization of statistics did not prevent the transfer of technical in
novation and statistical progress, and the mobility of skilled per
sonnel. For instance, in 1912 the population Census adopted the
decimal classification of industry which had been defined by the
National Fund for Work Injuries’8.

Moreover, thanks to the political drive of the reform process. and
the participation in it of prominent statisticians, the career oppor
tunities for «regional» statisticians made considerabie progress, as
the curricula of Montemartini and Giusti show; well beyond the
consoiidated patterns existing elsewhere inciuding the reference
countries, such as it was Germany for the regional statisticians’9.
However, these positive elements were heavily dependent on the
particular contributions of specific personalities and to the infor
mal co-ordination mechanisms created by the reform process: on
the whole, the impact therefore of the decentralised institutional
arrangements of the Giolitti era on statistical developments has been
generally considered negative, leading to lack of co-ordination, frag
mentation and decline.

5. Re-centralisation in the Fascist period?

The reforms of the 1920’s, which led to the creation of the Istituto
Centrale di Statistica (Istat) in 1926, were prepared by a long and
lively debate on the causes and remedies of the decline in Itaiian
statistics. They aimed essentially at two objectives: i) the creation
of an autonomous body not subject to the constraints of public
accounting and personnei norms of the State bureaucracy (Minis
tries). This fobowed patterns and developments which had taken
piace in the previous period of administrative reforms and applied
to statistics the same model of the other technical administrations
of the State; and ii) the re-centralisation and improved co-ordina
tion of statistical activities, by attributing to the «Presidente del
Consiglio» (Prime Minister), as Head of the Executive, the respon
sibility of overseeing and controlling Istat, granting therefore to
the Institute a position of primacy in relation to the statistical of

17 ML. D’AurluA, L’amministrazione della statistica nell’Italia fascista. Il caso
dell’agricoltura, Roma 1992.

Atti del consiglio superiore di statistica. Sessione maggio 1912, in «Annali di
statistica», Sth s., 111,1912. p61 (meeting of maythe llth 1912).
19 B. Z1?nMEmIANN, Statisticiens des villes allemandes et aclion reformat,-ice, 1870-
1914. La construction d’une généralitéstatistique, in «Genèses», XV 1994, pp. 4-27.



fices of the various Ministries and public institutions20.It should be
remembered that Fascism, the year before the creation of Istat, had
strengthened the position and functions of the Prime Minister (Mus
solini). In 1929 the re-centralisation objective was made explicit
and strengthened through a iaw which established the gradual pas
sage of statistical services from the State administration to Istat: in
pursuance of this law, statistics relating to the Italians abroad were
transferred from the Minister of Foreign Affairs in 1933, those made
by the Customs Generai Department in 1935, the judicial one in
1938 and oniy in 1952 the public health statistics21.

However, as it is well known, the monolithic design of the state
administration sought with determination by the Government
clashed against the reality of the pubiic administration, resuiting in
modest gains in the direction of re-centralisation, in spite of all the
rhetoric profused by the Fascist propaganda. The actual organisa
tion of the public sector evolved following the trend of the previ
ous period towards the establishment of autonomous bodies22.This
pattern maintained and in some cased reinforced the relative im
portance of the decentralised production of statistical information.
For instance, the trade unions became public organisms regulated
by law, and as such they were enabled to release data of an official
nature; but this was the case aiso of welfare and social insurance
institutions, some of which gravitating in the orbit of the Party, or
of the Bank of Italy controiling and managing fundamental flows
of public information. The organisation of the pubiic sector on the
basis of a myriad of autonomous administrations, having each an
autonomous source of iegitimacy and regulation, made particularly
difficult to co-ordinate pian and harmonise statisticai production,
iet alone the intended transfer of statisticai authority to a single
central power (IstaO,

An example in this context can be provided, presenting aspects
of a paradoxical nature. In 1927 the Comitato permanente per le
migrazioni interne (Permanent Committee for Intemal Migrations)
was created within the Ministry for Public Works; among its tasks,
the Committee was given also the responsibility of colIecting regu
larly data on intemal migrations, which were produced previously
between 1905 and 1911 on an irregular basis by the Labour Office.
Foliowing the proclamation of the «ruralisation» objective, i.e, the
promotion of rural areas, in 1929 the Committee was transformed

20 See D. MARucco, L’amministrazione della statistica, cit. pp. 186-188.
21 Sec the following bills: Royal Decree 8 juin 1933 n.697; Royal Decree 11 july
1935 n. 1525; Royal Decree 24 march 1938 n. 402 and Law 17 may 1952 n. 572.
22 G. MEus, Storia dell’amministrazione italiana, cit., pp, 357-368.

in «Commissariato», renamed Commission for Migrations and In
ternai Colonisation, and transferred to the Prime Minister Office
with all its tasks and functions, including the statistical one23. As
we said, in the same year the transfer of statistical activities to Istat
was decreed; being Istat placed under the surveillance of the same
Offlce, this should have appeared in principle not difflcult to im
piement. However, surprisingiy we flnd that among the institutions
which Istat reported in 1931 to the National Statistics Council as
escaping completely to its control, also the «Commissariato» was
included24.The re-centralisation therefore of statistjcs was strongly
contrasted and ineffective. In January 1930, Mussolini himself is
sued a prescription containing the obligation for all public admin
istrations to submit to Istat for revision the proofs of statistics for
publication, wherever they were produced2>.Probably, the powers
of Istat vis-a-vis decentralised production did not go much beyond
proof-reading! And it is not clear whether the main preoccupation
was the quality of the figures or political control and consensus
building. In any case there is undisputed evidence that in the Fas
cist period Istat did not manage to improve significantly the quality
and coherence of the whole of the statistical information produced
in the public system.

In the end, re-centralisation did not work and the intended re
vival of statistics during the Fascist period did not take piace. On
the contrary, the subordination of statistics to the politics of the
totalitarian regime gave a severe blow to the integrity reputation of
the institution, which after the fall of Fascism it took a iong time to
remedy and re-establish.

6. The continuing degradation and fragmentation of sz’atistical or
ganisation in the post-war period

In the second post-war period, the decline of offlcial statistics
had reached such a level that data gaps and shortcomings, due to
several factors including the difficulty of reconciling the contradic

23 Ministero dei lavori pubblici Cafterwards Presidenza del Consiglio dei ministri].
Comitato permanente per le migrazioni interne [afterwards Commissariato per le
migrazioni e la colonizzazione interna, and later Commissariato per le migrazioni e
le colonizzazioni], Le migrazioni interne in Italia. Dati statistici, 11 voi., Roma 1928-
1939.
24 See Atti del Consiglio supetiore di statistica. Sessione ordinaria 21-22 dicembre
1931, in «Annali di statistica», 6th s., XXVII, 1932, p. 128 (repori by E. Antonucci,
head of the] DepartemenO.
25 Mussolini’s prescription of januarv the 4th 1930 was alao reafflrmed on december
the 2nd 1931: see ibidem, p. 131.
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tions of a sparse production, as we saw above, vere ofren attrib
uted to voluntary falsification, which was unfair to claim, even if it

cannot be excluded in certain instances26.Rather than promoting
an iri-depth reform of the institutional set-up, and in the light of
the difficulty of operationalising a functioning democracy and sta
bie institutions based on alternating parliamentary majorities and
minorities, it seemed then easier, and more important, to create
forms of democratic contro! over the production of statistics at Istat.
For instance, in 1931 a Government Committee was established to
oversee the operation of the 1951 Census; this Committee was given
powers to limit and overcome the prerogatives of the National Sta
tistics Council2’. Lack of confidence with respect to Istat, and the
increasing reservations and concems surrounding the operation of
the autonomous administrations, their opacity and subordination
to the party system and their clientele, meant that also the opposi
tion tended to prefer the statistical information produced by Mm-
isteria1 offices subject to the control of Parliament and the public
opinion. This is the case for instance of the Labour Ministry, where
statistical production was resumed in 1949; on the basis of a law ot
ApriI 1952, an annual report to Pariiament on the statistics pro
duced by the Ministry was to be made mandatory28.In generai, the
proliferation of sources of official data remained a constant feature
in Italian statistics, and the reaction to the centralisation intentions
of the previous regime meant that the post-war period saw even an
increasing fragmentation: in 1971 it was calculated that there xvere
15 thousands different public institutions carrying out statistical
surveys29.

26 On the truthfulness of the statisticai sources during the fascist period see, for
example, V, Z6MAGN1, La dinamica dei salari nel settore industriale, in P. CioccA - G.
ToNioLo (edd), L’economia italiana nelperiodofascilta, Bologna 1976, pp. 329-378
and also G. LETi, Il Consiglio superiore di statistica dal 1926 al 1945, in «Annali di
statistica». lOth s., VIII, Roma 1996, pp. 578-580. For the lack of reliabilitv of the
Italian staristics after the second World War, ir is worth referring to the article of E.
Rossi, Ma’ste fregnacce tu come le sai?, first issued on «L’Italia socialista», 5 may
1948, and now in Aria fritta, Bari 1956, which comments on the statistics of the
ERP Plan,
27 See the the Law 2 avril 1951 n. 291, art. 7 and also G. PAnu’rn, L’attzi’itd del
Consiglio superilire di statistica dal 1949 al 1989 («Annali di statistica», lOth s., III),
Roma 1994, pp. 44, 49.
28 See the Law 23 avril 1952, n. 472 and also Atri Parlamentari. Camera dei deputati,
I Leg., Documenti, XVII, o. 2063, Proposta di legge d’iniziativa dei deputati
Tremelloni, Bennani, Saragat ed altri, annunziata il 3 luglio 1951: Per una relazione
annua al Parlamento sull’occu azione e la disoccupazione.
29 Sec L. PosTO, Aspetti organizzativi dei servizi statistici nazionali, in «Annali di
statistica», 8th s., XXVI, 1971, p. 87.

The return to fashion and policy debate of economie planning in
the 1960’s focused attention on the availability of accurate and timely
time series, particularly in relation to modelling and economic fore
casting. The precondition for statistical developrnent inherent in
the institutional organisation of statistics carne back into question;
the need for greater co-ordination of the different players and har
monisation of norms and methocls was discussed at length30. But
not much in practise resulted from this discussion, except prob
ably the creation in 1967 of the Istituto Nazionale per la Program
mazione Economica31,which played with ups and downs a signifl
cant roie in the creation of data bases and economic analysis. The
fate of statistical re-organisation was to be inextricably linked to
that of the «programmazione economica» in Italy: a history of im
practical grand designs and cumulative frustrations, politica1ma
noeuvring and bureaucratic deadlock.

7. The reform in 1989: «decentramento» and research

The svnthetic excursus above on the evolution of the statistical
organisation in Italy has shown how the issue of strengthening the
statistical activities in a core institution empowered with a critical
mass of resources and expertise, and provided with sufflcient au
tonomy and technical reputation has been at the heart of the con
cerns and reform efforts. li has also been shown that the adminis
trative traditions and culture of the country prevented the realisa
tion of such more or less enlightened intentions fragmenting the
institutional environment of offlcial statistics and diluting its tech
nical dimension in the stifling hug with the public administration
at the policy level. The aborted centralisation of the Fascist period
not only left unresolved the question of putting on solid technical
basis the operation of Censuses and sample surveys, which relied
for data collection on the weak structures of the municipal or
isteria1bureaucracy; but it discredited the whole idea of an autono
mous and centralised institutional set-up.

It is only therefore an apparent paradox the fact that the far-reach
ing reforms of 1989 were dominated by the motive of «decentra
mento», which only in a superficial and ideological interpretation

30 Sec, for example, G. PARENTI, Stato e prospettiva dell’informazione statistica in
Italia, ibidem, pp. 13-49.
31 The Institute was established by the Law 27 february 1967 n.48 aiming at
«procedere ad indagini, ricerche e rilevazioni inerenti alla programmazione
economica». On the negative reactions of the National Ststistical Council to the
foundation of the new bodv sec G. PARENTI, L’atti6ità del onszlio superiore di
statistica, cit., p. 99.
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can be taken to mean decentraiisation In fact, the new statistical
law established a Nationai Statisticai System, recognising and pro
moting the operation of decentralised statistical offices in each
Ministry, public body or enterprise, region and municipality. But it

gave Istat a reguiatory and co-ordinating role in relation to the whole
system, placing all statistical offices under the supervision and func
tionai responsibility of the central institution, Moreover Istat, re
named for the occasion «Nationai» statistical Institute rather than
«Centrai», became a research institution from the point of view of
staff regulation and career status and recognition, increasing its
autonomy and technicai authority32.The conditions therefore were
created for strengthening the co-ordination of statistical activities
in the public sector brought all under a common umbrella, aibeit a
weak and formai one. No additional resource in fact was provided
for the creation of the network, implying that most of it would
sirnpiv give recognition and visibiiity to existing activities, and that
the reformed institutional arrangements were sufflcient to stimu
iate greater cohesion and integration of data production.

However, the change in the status of the organisation, the ex
plicit acknowiedgement of the research nature of its core activities,
together with the powerful stimuli, and constraints, brought about
by European integration and the greater technicai culture of the
younger generations of statisticians determined an impressive ieap
forwards in the last two decades in the credibility and scientific
orientation of Istat. The leadership role taken by Istat in Europe,
its increasing recognition as a scientiflc independent authority wit
ness the great transformation underway. But the National Statisti
ca1 System is stili by-and-iarge a virtual construction. Besides, new
chaflenges are coming about due to increasing European integra
tion and institutional reforms giving emphasis to the regional levei.

Recognising the diversity of institutional cukures, inciucling sta
tistica1 culture, in the country, and organising an integrated inde
pendent and highly competent system of statistical structures, re
mains to-day the fundamental enterprise with which the building
of the nation was, is and will be confronted.

8. The betrayal o! the Risorgimento and the decline ofstatistics

The position and role of statistics in the public administration
can be more clearly determined by iooking at the intersection of

32 On the introduction of the National Statistical System, passed with the Law

decree 6 september 1989 n. 322, sec P. GAR0NNA, Statistical «decentramento» in

Italy: signifisance and implications, in «Statistical Journal of the United Nations,

Ecc», XI, 1994, pp. 75-89.

two important relationships: first the importance of statistics in the
culture of the élite, and second, the role played by the public ad
ministration in the formation, and reproduction, of the ruiing
classes.

Rere too the knots and contradictions of the present time have
ancient roots. We will start from the prominent role assumed by
statistics in the process of national unification of Itaiy; which has
been fully analysed by Silvana Patriarca33.

In the heyday of the Italian «Risorgimento», the epoch of revival
of the national sentiment and agitation against foreign domination
ieading to the unification of the country, statistics was assigned the
miss ion of discovering and consoiidating a unitary nationai iden
tity. In the cruciai years of the struggie, statistics was considered an
emblem and instrument of liberalism and representative govern
ment, and theretore used as a political weapon against «autocratic»
power and absolutism in restoration Europe. It was natural then in
post-unification Italy, when the new country found itseif confronted
with the intractable issue of fuil democratic representation and the
frustrations in the construction of a national governance structure
and élite, that statistics was conflned in a corner. The failures of
«nationalisation» efforts and the betrayed promises of the
Risorgimento, which statistics duly registered for instance by point
ing out the high ievels of illiteracy, created the conditions for a bss
of interest in, and relative abandonment of, statistics34.What
Hippolyte Taine said of revoiutionary govemments brought to
power by popular action, i.e. that they cannot be reformed but only
overthrown, may xvell apply to statistics: after statistics was used,
and probably also abuseci, as an instrument of political fight, it be
come very difflcult afterwards to put it back into the tool box of
normal administration; when statistics becomes the svmboi of op
position and flght, ir is hard to use it then as a tool of government
and administration.

More speciflcally, however, the difflculties of statistics taking root
in the post-uniflcation public administration can be traced back
and connected to the difflculties of nation-building and the forma
tion of the new «national» ruling class. Three aspects deserve to be
noted bere.

In the flrst haif of the 19th century, in being the instrument of
civii society against illiberal and «foreign» governments, statistics
was naturally led tu devebop dose links with «science», as a form of

In Numbers and Nationhood. Writing Statistics in Nineteenth Centuiy Italy, Cam
bridge 1996.
‘ Ibidem,p. 234.
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rationalisation of government and source of freedom for society.
This was in nuce the fundamental message delivered in the engag
ing pages of Gian Domenico Romagnosi, the liberating role of sci
ence in society and government; and this element was claimed by
Romagnosi to be the distinctive feature of the «Italian school» of
statistics35.“)Vhen statistics was channeiled instead in the adminis
trative circuits in post-unification Itaiy, and became diluted in the
insipid broth of a siow and sleepy bureaucracy, it lost its previous
attractiveness and the source of its scientific strength, ioosening its
links with science and research. The aiready mentioned 1862 institu
donai expedient, which created elected Statisticals Provincials Com
missions, moved statistics even further away from the authority of
science, towards mediation of interests and politica1compromises36.

Once the politica1 unffication of the country was achieved, the
interests of the local élites (notabili) pushed towards the re-estab
lisbment of control, iaw and order at the local levei; statistics, which
had piayed such an important role in the political anil administra
tive unification, was feared as having potential destabilising effects
at the leve1 of civil society, as a possible tool of social unification;
and therefore it was controiled constrained and sometimes opposed.
This politica1 conservatism and resistance to sociai change might
explain i) the recurrent recommendations by parliamentary com
missions in the occasion of Censuses that the data collection and
processing take piace at the local leve1, therefore under local con
tro137; ii) the great resistance to flnance statistica1 activities at the
central level38; and iii) the inertia in reforming the local statistica1
administration.

“ Gian Domenico Romagnosi’s most widespread work on the subject Is Questioni
sull’ordinamento delle statistiche (1827), afterwards in G.D. R0MAGN05I, Opere, XII,
Firenze 1835 pp. 1415 On the significance of the concept of «national science» in
bis tought see F. SofiA, Una scienza per l’amministrazione. Statistica epubblicf apparati
tra etiì rivoluzionaria e restaurazione, Roma 1988. pp. 381-415.
36 Alreadv in 1858 the Piedmontese Commissions seemed to Cesare Correnti
«soverchiate da una pressa di statistici frettolosi e parziali: ministri, intendenti.
giornalisti, deputati»: sec [C. C0RRE”iTI], Note intorno alle statistiche italiane, in

«Annuario statistico italiano», 1, 1857-1858, p. 392.

Sec, for example, Atti Parlamentari, Camera dei deputati, Leg. XX, sessione
1899, Documenti, n. 66-A: Relazione della Commissione parlamentare (Cocco-Ortu,
presidente, Lucifero, relatore) Quarto censimenio della popolazione del Regno. p. 1:
«Fa vive raccomandazioni al potere esecutivo, perché tutto quanto possa esser fatto
nei Comuni. coli ii faccia: anche più, possibilmente, che raccogliere ed ordinare le
notizie sulle abitazioni, e sul rapporto loro con gli abitanti; e quanto si attiene alla
distinzione dei beni, ed alla questione vessata ed importantissima della popolazione
stabile, occasionale ed assente»: but the recommendatson is topical for the subject.

On thìs topic sec D. MARuCCO, L’ammini trazione della statistica, cit., passim.

Diffldence and mistrust were to some extent justifled by the lack
of reliabiiity and objectivity of statistical data. The poor quality of
surveys and data was often lamented in post-unification Italy.
Historiography has cleariy documented the perceived shortcom
ings of collected statistics, be ti in the fleld of demography, or agri
culture, or industry39.

9. The failed «nationalisation» of clvii society

A few preiiminary conclusions can be drawn at this stage on the
reiationship between the formation of the national éiite and the
development of statistics.

First, the fragmentation of statistical production in post-uniflca
tion Itaiy closely corresponds to, and reflects, the fragmentation of
the national civil society, and the failure to integrate in a cohesive
nationai identity the multipiicity of regionai and cuiturai diver
gences. Simiiarly, the weakness and fragility of the national ruling
class, tied to local networks and tenacious bonds of traditional strati
flcation, finds a pendent in the lack of an authoritative and mdc
pendent centre of gravity of statistical activities at the nationai leve1.

Second, the need for continuing and intensifying nation-build
ing after the uniflcation («We made Italy. We must make now the
Italians!»), drovestatistics awayfrom governance and management
towards maintaining an interventionist role, as a tool for change
rather than conservation, mobilisation rather than reform40.This is
a peculiar feature of the Italian l9th century liberalism, as com
pared with other European countries: statistics as belonging almost
exclusively to the culture ot politica1 intervention. Statistics was in
fact used as a tool for imposing the hegemony of the politica1ali
ance between the top civil service (the «piedmonteseio) and an area
of the northern civil society; the «Associazione per il progresso degli
studi economici» founded in 1875 was monopolised by the
«lombardo-veneto»school (from Lombardy and Veneto). It was then
employed for the affirmation of the mie of the public administra
tion during the period of E Crispi. It was instrumental to support

Sec CA. CoRsrNr, L’acculiurazione mancata. llprocessoformativo dell’organitza
zione delle fonti demogra.fiche nel periodo post.unitario, in SOCIETÀ ITALIANA DI
DEMoGntFi STonicA, La popolazzdne italiana nell’Ottocento. Coniinuit,ì e mutamenti
Bologna 1985, pp. 115-137; G. FEDERIco, Per una valutazione critica delle statistiche
della produzione agricola italiana dopo l’Unità (1860-1913), in «Società e storia».
1982, 15, pp. 87-129; M. LuNGONELLI, Tra industrià e burocrazia: gli esordi della
statistica industrzàle in Italia, in «Studi storici», XXVIII, 1987. pp. 277-294.
° It is worth noticing that, contrary i» what happened in the second half of last
century, in the present context investment in statistical infrastructures has been en
hanced by privatisation and liberalisation processes.
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ing the technocratic modernisation project of F.S. Nitti and his
movement. Finally, it fed the nationalist and population-poiicy per
spectives of the Fascist period.

Third, the restricted social base of statistics, its belonging to the
«legai» country as opposed to the «real» one, its distance from the
ordinary experience of administration and citizenship may account
for some of the theoretical specificity of statistical thinking in that
period; for instance the criticism of the typicai nature and repre
sentativeness of Quetelet’s averages, as formulated by Angelo
Messedaglia or Luigi Rameri; and the fierce rejection of social
darwinism and the predicaments of the Lombroso school4t.

Fourth, the marked internationai orientation of statistical work,
from the time of Bodio onwards42,was naturally conditioned by
the links with the research communit and the international schools
of statisticians, and by the difflculties encountered in structuring
the national dimension.

Five, the attention for new methods and techniques and the in
vestment in anaiyticai instruments has to be related among other
things to the lack of base data and the unreiiability of administra
tive sources.

10. Model-driven estimates and integration from different

Between statistics and the civil society a mutual distrust devel
oped in the course of the Italian history On the one hand, the «le
gai» country used up numbers and flgures when, and to the extent
that they were, necessary for politica1 or militant purposes; on the
other, the citizens did not piace great confidence in government
statistics and its public function, and sometimes feared their abuse.
Statisticians from their end either took distance from a reality which
was considered opaque and difflcuit to capture (the informai
economy real earnings, migrations and opinions)43;or bent to the
requirements of commitment and poiiticai involvement, albeit re
luctantly, putting their expertise at the service of (nobie or ignobie)

‘ C. PAzzAGLI, Statistica «investigatrice» e scienze «positive» nell’Italia dei primi
decenni unitari, in «Quaderni storici», XV 1980,45, p. 807; S. P,vriuARcA, Numbers
and Nationhood, cit., pp. 232.239.
42 On the strong involvement of Italian statisticians with the International Istitute
of Statistics, see D. MAcucco, Llstituto internazionale di statistica dal 1885 alla crisi
del dopoguerra: organizzazione e dirigenti, in «Le carte e la storia», 1998, 1, pp. 164.
168.

Typical of this attitude is Luigi Bodio: sec, for example, one of his reports in
Censimento della popolazione per professiom Relazione ... alla Giunta centrale di
statistica (presentata il 20 aprile 1877), in «Annali del Ministero di Agricoltura,
industria e commercio», 1877, n. 100, Statistica, pp. 41-75.

causes. This uneasy relationship had important implications for
methods and research in offlciai statistics.

In a period when the main data coliection procedures were the
Censuses and the compilation of administrative registers or flles,
which require a widespread dissemination of statistical competence
and a solid organisation and management of statistical production,
the statisticai offlce, well aware of the fact that both organisation
and dissemination were lacking, took other directions: the best ef
forts in fact of Italian statisticians were put into the promotion of
ad-hoc surveys and empiricai studies leading to monographic in
vestigations, or technical support was given to statistical activities
deiegated to other players, like in the case of the highiy appreciated
parliamentary enquiries44.

The centrai offlce had to develop statisticai methods and skills
capable of addressing the demands of information arising in areas
where actual (good quahty) data were lacking. Montemartini ciearly
expiained this strategy when discussing the choice of survey meth
odology for the flrst regular collection of data on the labour mar
ket45. The main options vere given by confronting the different
experiences in Germany and England: in the former, data vere
drawn from the public labour exchange offices, while in the latter
the source was the employment reports provided by husiness. In
Italy an eciectic method was developed, based on the integration
of data derived from difterent sources, in particuiar administrative
data from labour offlces and survey data from enterprises. The rea
son for this choice, which iooks to-day particuiarly modem and
eniightened, is that — Montemartini expiains iabour exchange
offlces vere in Italy limited in coverage and inefflcient, and the
Engiish method «wouid only work if we had to deai with intelli
gent and good-wiii employers, or even better with strong employ
ers organisations »G.

The creation of Istat, in the intentions and opinion of its found
ing father and flrst President, Corrado Gini, shouid have remedied

S. Pmiscs, L’impresa statzstica nell’Italia ottocentesca, in CA. C0RsINI (ed), Da
osserr’azzone sperimentale a spiegazione razionale. Per una storia della statistica in
Italia, Pisa 1989, p. 26.
‘° G. M0NmMARTINI, I/mercato del lavoro. Note metodologiche, in «Giornale degli
economisti», 2th s., XV 1904, I, pp. 326-339.
46 Ibzdem, p. 329: «È solo possibile quando si abbia a che fare con industriali intel
ligenti e volenterosi, o meglio con forti associazioni di industriali». For another
application of this ecletic method see, for instance, A. MOUNASI, Statistiche inter
nazzonali sul consumo del/a carne con speciale riguardo a/consumo delle grandi cittd,
in «Bulletin de l’Institut internarional de sratistique», X2GI, 1926, 3, pp. 187-269.
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to the serious shortcomings in the collection and processing of data,
which represented — in his view — the weak aspect of the deveiop
ment of the discipline in the country Unfortunateiy, neither the
1926 nor later reforms have been abie to eradicate this origina1sin
of statistical organisation and management in Italian statistics. The
focus therefore of the 1926 reform — according to Gini — should
have been organisational, and should bave affected above all the
data collection procedures, rather than the methodological and
analytical aspects. Hence his famous motto: «Neither statistics as
mathematics, nor statistics with mathematics, but statistics with the
minimum necessary mathematics»47,

11. Legaiformaiism and the «Italian school ofpubiic law»

It has been said above that one of the main handicap of Italian
statistics was the poor quality of administrative sources Some of
the main reasons for this state of affairs have already been consid
ered; particularly, as in other countries, the lack of independence
and credibility of statisticians, dispersed across the many and vari
ous offices requiring statisticai data, and subordinated to the policy
orientation and constraints of their politica1masters.

One set of reasons however is worth highlighting, as it explains a
great deal of the scarce consideration given to statisticai compe
tence in the public administration in Italy, regarded mostiy as dis
tant strange and foreign in relation to the core skilis yielding pres
tige reputation and visibility to the status of the pubiic empioyee.
This aspect, which contrasts signiflcantly with other experiences
(for instance in France or Germany), appears particularly striking
in consideration of the fact that the organisation of statistical ac
tivities has in generai been decentralised, and that statistics has
played ari active role in the policies of state intervention; which
should have made it particularly attractive and dear to poiicy users
and administrators, as for instance it has been the case of France.

A dominant factor in the development of a non-statistical, or
even an anti-statistical, culture in the public administration was the
emergence first in the 1890’s, and the affirmation afterwards, of the
«Italian school of public law», which proclaimed the centrality of
the legai approach to the study of the public sector, and permeated
since then the operation of the public administration. The legai
method — on the basis of the teaching of Vittorio Emanuele Orlando,
the father of the school — should be developed and applied to the

c. Grr’ii, condizioni attuali efuturi progressi della statistica, in «Commercio», IV,

1931, p20.

operation of the State, free from all contamination derived from
sociologica1statistical or politica1 science disciplines. The concept
of the legai personality of the State acquired a centrai status in the
treatment of administrative issues, creating a profound barrier be
tween private and public management philosophies and practises,
and emphasising the authority connotation and formai features of
the operation of the public sector. Since the legai culture was then
the main culture of the ruiing ciass and the one that from the be
ginning of the 2Oth century granted access to public sector jobs,
particularly top management positions, the Italian school had a
profound influence ori the formation and reproduction of bureauc
racy4t.Among other things it was this school of thought which was
responsible for the progressive breach between statistics, and more
broadly social science, and the legai culture of the élite in the ad
ministration and in societv.

It is worth signalling that statistics remained a compulsory disci—
pline in the curriculum of the Faculty of Law until the education
reform of 1923; however, it lost weight and prestige, and was not
capable of channelling the study of public law towards empirical
analysis. At the same time, the opinion arose that current statistical
information, especially the one collected through official and ad
ministrative channels, were of such quaiity to be of little help in
understanding reality, particularly the complex reality of policy
making and government50.

12. The return of statistics to the Uniuersity: the foundation o/the
Facuity ofStatistics

The creation of Istat was part of a wider strategy aimed at cor
recting the imbalances and misalignrnents determined by legai for
malism. The re-centralisation of statistical production should have
been the condition and the outcome of a broader public adminis
tration reform oriented towards the improvement of technical and
management expertise and its application to the design and imple

On the leading role played by the legai school of Orlando, see M. FI0RAvANTI.
Costituzione, amministrazione e trasformazioni dello Stato, in A. Sci-IIAv0NE (ed),
Stato e cultura giuridica in Italia dall’Unitd alla Repubblica, Roma - Bari 1990, pp. 7-
21. For his influence on the bureaucracy sec also C. M0zzARELLI- S. NESP0R, Giuristi
e scienze sociali nell’italia liberale, Venezia 1981.

M.G. OTTAvIANI, La Statistica nell’ordinamento didattico dell’Università e
dell’istruzione superiore ed ti suo insegnamento (dalle origini al 1939), in CA. CoasiNi
(ed), Da osseivazione sperimentale a spiegazione razionale, cit., p. 50.
‘

Sec for instance E. C0RBIN0, Le statistiche e le relazioni periodiche nella burocrazia,
in «Giornale degli economisti e Rivista di statistica», LIX, 1919, pp. 278-282.
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mentation of policies51 Corrado Gini, before promoting the crea
tion of Istat and becoming its President, had created special Schools
of Statistics for the public administration, first in Padua, where he
taught, and then in Rorne. These Schools were attached to the Fac
ulties of Law and Political Sciences. In the same framework, Gini
conceived and placed the establishrnent of public exarns in statis
tics: and in fact in March 1930 a bili was passed prescribing a spe
ciai exam in statistical sciences for ali those who aspired to be re
cruited in the statistical offices of the public sector be they Minis
tries, or public institutions’2.This bili seemed to take determined
action in order to solve the question of introducing highly special
ised staff in bureaucratic apparatus and give to statistics a role and
value as autonomous discipline and specialisation in the public sec
tor employrnent.

However, expectations appear again to have been largely beyond
actual achievernents. Public otfices in fact continued to produce
poor quality statistics escaping on the whoie the guidance influ
ence and rnethodological control of Istat. The National Statistics
Council cornplained often and repeatedly the lack of sound teach
ing education and training in statistics, as having a deep and nega
tive impact on the quality of work in the public adrninistration53.

Probably the clearest manifestation of the substantial failure of
Gini’s ambitious programme can be found in the foundation in
1936 of the Faculty of Statistical Sciences at the University ofRorne,
prornoted by Gini himself, who became right afrer his resignation
from Istat the first Faculty Chairman. Gini had evidently abandoned
his origina1plan and design of regenerating «frorn within» the public
adrninistration through statistics and through the estabiishment ot
dedicated statistical institutions of higher education. Re decided
then to reset the reform programme ori a longer term and wider
perspective, creating in the University a line of teaching and a curi
riculum addressed both to would-be public and private ernploy
ees, aimed at increasing the statistical culture in society at large as

ML. D’AUTILIA, L’essor de l’information statistique et son impaci sur l’admini
stration dans l’italiefasciste. Elstituto centrale di statistica 1926-1946, in «Jahrbuch
fiir europlische Verwaltungsgeschichte», IX, 1997, pp. 179-193.
52 Sec the Royal Law decree 24 march 1930 n. 436 and G. Lui, L’Istat e il Consiglio
superiore di statistica, p. 124. The best profile of Corrado Gini is in S. LANARO.

Nazione e lavoro. Saggio sulla cultura borghese in Italia 1870-1925, Venezia 1979,

pp. 44-51.

Sec for istance Atti del Consiglio superiore di statzstrca: sessione ordinaria 21
dicembre 1936, io «Annali di statistica», 6th s., XXXVffl, 1937, pp. 5-16; Atti del
Consiglio superiore di statistica: sessione 22 dicembre 1938, in «Annali di statistica»,
7± s., IV 1939, pp. 23-24.

well as the pubiic administration. Science, and statistics, seem there
fore to retreat back to from where they carne, the University taking
stock of the failure of the political programme, which we find
throughout the history of Italian statistics, directed to regenerating
the ruling classes through enlightened public intervention, i.e. sci
ence in the state, the science of the state, statistics.

The consequences of this change of strategy were felt heavily in
the post-war period, when the liberation from Fascism left the field
operi for institutional reforrn and democratic rehabilitation. The
decay of the central office was accelerated by the new context, rather
than contrasted. The identity crisis was essentially due to the seri
ous deterioration and probably the severance of the dose linkage
connecting science statistics and the public administration, which
had presided over the golden mornents of statistical development
in Italy. This was the case when at the times of Bodio statistics in
the administration was considered an essential precondition of ef
fective government, or when statistical science in the Nitti period
was deemed ari indispensable aid to adrninistrative action. In the
1950’s Istat found itself devoid of scientific prestige and compe
tence, having ceded to the University its scientific and training mis
sion; to the extent that in 1949 Livio Livi, member of the National
Statistics Council, stated that Istat should deal only with adminis
trative matters leaving to other institutions the questions ofscience
and research54.In the clash between State and Science which char
acterised the Italian history with a particular emphasis and visibil
ity, Istat, and statistics, remained squeezed, and lost independence
and prestige. The following fifty years have been spent trying to re
conquer autonomy of status mission and operation in the organisa
tion of the State.

13. Conclusions: statistics and nation-building in Europe

To what extent, and how, does statistics contribute to nation
building, in particular to create an effective public administration
and state organisation, and to develop a modem open national rul
ing class? What dan we Iearn from the formation of Italy? What
implications does the Italian experience bave for European inte
gration? The history of Italian statistics is particularly instructive
and revealing in addressing this set of questions. Ancient nation
and young state, Italy as a unified country has been the outcome of
a European process: it was born in fact in response to, and under
the impulse of, changing equilibrium and political disintegration!

“ G. PARses’ri, L’attivitd del Consiglio superiore, cit., p. 33.
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integration in Europe; it was therefore very receptive to the adop
tion of foreign models in the organisation of the State, the public
administration and in the establishment of institutions for the pro
duction and the reproduction of the élite.

Statistics too reflected an evolution where European influences
and linkages were brought to bear in a cultural «melting pot». In
particular, both the two main European models, and philosophies,
of statistical development have been in Italy a source of inspiration
contrast and emulation for nation-building: on the one hand, the
continental model of statistics rooted in the power of the State, the
prestige and authority of the public administration and in the tech
nical competence of the bureaucracy, has been applied with mixed
success to the organisation of the Italian public sector; on the other,
the Angio-Saxon model of statistics expressing the variety and rich
ness of civil society, but also its fragmentation and conservatism,
resisted and survived in the decentralised structure of Italian statis
tics, even though sometimes underground or lacking recognition
and credibility.

In the politica1movement leading to the formation of the new
state, the two models largely overlapped and crossed in a virtuous
circie of militancy and discipline, since the organisation of the na
tion was basically inherent in the social processes of conspiracy
rebeilion and state-building; later, however, when the newly formed
State adopted an administrative strucrure and organised its bureauc
racy aiming at consolidating a national leadership, statistics reflected
all the difficulties encountered in the modernisation of the public
administration and in the «nationalisation» of society, Le. in the
formation of a ruling class at the national leve1, capable of a na
tional vision and responsibility.

The s nthesis of the two models, which Italy tried then, and tries
noiv, to operationalise, can be clearly seen by observing the pendu
lum in the centralisation-decentralisation pattems, which has char
acterised the organisation of Italian statistics from the origins to
the present day, and the intimate but controversia1and contrasted
intercourse between academic and institutionai statistics.

The two European models of statistical development closeiy cor
respond to two different mechanism for the formation of the na
tional élite: in continental Europe social mobffity and a modem
and cohesive ruling class were ensured by a meritocratic process of
selection and advancement of the «fonction publique» (the army,
the judiciary, the diplomacy, the financial administration, etc,), of
which statistics was an integrai component and pre-condition; in
the Anglo-Saxon world social change was engineered mainly
through industry and entrepreneurship, Le. economic freedom ac

companied by a social thinking based on empiricism and philan
thropism.

The mechanism described above were both at play in Italy with
inevitable gaps and conflicts: indeed, the failure of the State and
the weakness of the civil society became at times mutually reinforc
ing, and statistics has been called to provide both competence and
techniques for public administration reform, anci the insights and
motivation for greater social cohesion and innovation.

In Europe, as in Italy, the challenge of the present, and of the
future, lies in developing a new synthesis between economic free
dom and social governance, building and identity and conscience
of European responsibility and social leadership, and creating
mechanisms in the educational system and in the public institu
tions presiding over the formation of an élite capable of thinking in
global terms.

European statistics, not surprisingly, has been called to play a
prominent mole in the European integration process. Its problema
tique to-day appears strikingly corresponding to the one faced by
the evolution of Italian statistics: Europe in fact is in search of the
appropriate mix between centmalised and decentralised statistical
production, and between a statistics capable of permeating gov
ernment and business structures and one endowed with the inde
pendence and the scientific authority warranted by an intimate
frequentation of the academic world.

Thus, the history of statistical organisation and nation-building
in Italy has profound implications for Europe: de tefabula narratur!


